Instructions for Wolf-Hook on load bearing harness

1. Pass “A” of the WEAPON MOUNTING STRAP through the sling slot on the buttstock of the weapon.

2. Pass Battle-Buckle “B” through the loop end “A” of the WEAPON MOUNTING STRAP. Tighten the loop until it is snug against the buttstock of the weapon.

3. Feed “D” of the HARNESS STRAP through the D Ring (or webbing cross-loop) on the harness shoulder pad.

4. Loop Battle-Buckle “C” back through the loop end “D” of the HARNESS STRAP. Tighten the loop until it is snug against the D Ring.

5. Connect Battle-Buckle “C” of the HARNESS STRAP to Battle-Buckle “B” of the WEAPON MOUNTING STRAP.

6. Use the “Speed Adjuster” for adjusting purposes.